
Most organizations don’t want fuel until they absolutely need it...but waiting to order fuel until the last minute is 
risky. It also wastes time and energy that could be spent managing your business. On the other hand, keeping tanks 
topped off isn’t smart for cash flow either. 

Inventory management helps
Fuel Smarter automatically.

An Added Advantage:

World Fuel Services constantly watches the fuel markets for opportunities to add value for all our customers. 
Alongside fuel monitoring, our expertise in this area has helped companies like yours power through the 
tightening field of logistics, offering the stability and control you need to keep your business running efficiently 
and confidently. 

Bottom line, managed inventory allows you to focus on what is most important to your business, instead of the 
day to day minutia of managing fuel deliveries.

1. Eliminates run outs

2. Reduces labor costs

3. Improves cash flow

4. Saves money with greater control over fuel variance

5. Reduces inventory carrying costs

 6. Provides powerful reporting tools & usage reports

 7. Helps identify unusual patterns

 8. Increases operational efficiency

 9. Offers a competitive advantage

10. Priority over on demand orders

The Top 10 Reasons to Try Tank Monitoring

Consider it done.



FUEL

1
Tank Level Sensor (TLS)

Monitors 24/7

2
Sends Levels
to Intellifuel

3
View Tank Info

on Your Computer

4
You Are Notied by

Dispatch

5
Truck Loaded
at Terminal

6
Fuel Delivered

On Time

Here’s how it works:

1. Tank level sensor monitors fuel levels 24/7/365.

2. Transmits tank readings via internet to Intellifuel      
    Device.

3  Dispatch is alerted when tank reaches
    pre-determined limit.

4. You are notified when a delivery is scheduled for       
    your location.

5. Truck is loaded and dispatched to your location.

6. Fuel is delivered. No waiting or sticking. Supply    
    arrives just in time.

Our logistics professionals manage literally millions 
of barrels of fuel storage throughout the United 
States, and know how to deliver fuel efficiently and 
cost effectively...Let us do the same for you.

COMMERCIAL INVENTORY
PROCESS

Manage inventory levels better, improve delivery efficiencies, and prevent costly fuel 
outages using the latest technology – just by calling World Fuel Services.

Get Started Today!
Custom designed to your operation, our dedicated customer service and supply 
teams work with you to create a program consistent with your fuel consumption 
patterns.

IT’S EASY AS 1-2-3:

Call for an
Appointment

Install Automatic
Tank Gauge

Setup Monitoring
Program

FUEL

For more information, call 800-899-0747.


